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ABSTRACT
Background: Behavior change interventions have a vital role in
enhancing human health and well-being. Nevertheless, concerns
have been raised about suboptimal reporting of behavior change
interventions, making analyses, replications, and intervention re-
use hard or impossible to conduct.
Objective: This paper introduces acyclic behavior change diagrams
(ABCDs) to achieve more transparent development, evaluation, and
reporting of behavior change interventions. ABCDs are a visual
representation of the assumptions regarding causal-structural
chains that underlie putative active ingredients of behavior
change interventions. These causal-structural chains link the
behavior change principles that are applied in an intervention to
the (determinants of) behavior targeted in that intervention.
Conclusions: ABCDs are helpful in making implicit assumptions
explicit and help communicate assumptions with team members
and other stakeholders. Moreover, we believe they make evaluation
easier, and their machine-readability allows for ABCDs to be
imported directly into (systematic review) databases with negligible
costs while disclosing complete and accurate data. Finally, the ABCD
approach fits well with other initiatives to gain a deeper
understanding and synthesis of the literature on active intervention
elements.
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The overall majority of deaths worldwide are caused by human behaviors such as
smoking and unhealthy food intake (Ritchie & Roser, 2019). These behaviors are a func-
tion of the people enacting them and their environments (Lewin, 1936). Considering all
of these factors in the context of behavior change inevitably leads to complex interven-
tions (Kelly & Barker, 2016). Unfortunately, there are no 6 (Cialdini, 2008) or 93 (Michie
et al., 2013) ways to change behavior directly – rather, interventions operate on parts of
the human psyche (i.e. psychological constructs) that are conceptualized as determinants
of behavior change (Crutzen & Peters, 2018). Interventions usually target multiple deter-
minants with multiple components and media, as well as agents at multiple socio-eco-
logical levels (Craig et al., 2008).
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Given this inevitable complexity, great responsibility for behavior change lies on
researchers and practitioners to comprehensively document the assumptions and
decisions underlying behavior change interventions. Unfortunately, concerns have
been raised about suboptimal reporting of these complex multi-component behavior
change interventions, making analyses, replications or re-use of interventions hard
or even impossible (Albrecht et al., 2013; De Bruin et al., 2021; Kok & Mesters,
2011; Schaalma & Kok, 2009). One example is a systematic analysis and meta-analy-
sis on reporting quality of behavior change techniques (BCTs) for experimental and
comparator groups in randomized trials of smoking cessation interventions (Black
et al., 2020; De Bruin et al., 2021). After labor intensive manual coding, it was
shown that 65% of intervention BCTs and 74% of comparator BCTs were not
reported.

The recommendations made by the Workgroup for Intervention Development and
Evaluation Research (WIDER) were an explicit push to open this black box of behavior
change interventions (Abraham et al., 2014). The workgroup concluded that oftentimes,
information about putative mechanisms by which interventions generate their effects, as
well as descriptions of the design and implementation of interventions lacked sufficient
detail. Suboptimal reporting often has its roots in the start of the intervention development
process, and ultimately leads to interventions that cannot be replicated and generalized
across contexts. Bearing in mind the four WIDER recommendations (1. standardized
descriptions of intervention characteristics that allow accurate replication across contexts,
by 2. clarifying the change processes considered necessary to prompt a change in the
specified behaviors, how the intervention design was informed by theoretical considerations
or models of causal or regulatory processes and what mechanism-based change techniques
were included, 3. published in detailed behavior change intervention manuals at the same
time as behavior change intervention evaluation reports, 4. also including details of any ser-
vices or care provided to control groups, such as usual care), we introduce acyclic behavior
change diagrams (ABCDs) as an operational innovation to help optimize transparent devel-
opment and reporting of interventions. ABCDs should not be seen as an intervention plan-
ning framework on its own (e.g. Intervention Mapping) but rather as a complementary tool
to such frameworks, visualizing the active components of behavior change interventions. In
this paper, we will also outline the advantages of using ABCDs. Notably, one advantage is
their machine-readability (or: computer-readability), meaning that ABCD matrices are in
a format that can be processed automatically and can therefore be imported directly into a
database without time-consuming manual coding of active components. This is expected
to help future systematic review processes once ABCDs are usedmore widely in future inter-
ventions. Since using ABCDs requires insight into how an intervention works, we will start
with a description of seven aspects of behavior (change) that together form the causal-struc-
tural chain of an intervention.

The causal-structural chain

Target behavior and sub-behaviors

Behavior can be seen as an umbrella term; a specific behavior that is targeted in an inter-
vention typically comprises related but different sub-behaviors (Crutzen & Peters, 2019).
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For example, the target behavior of ‘having a healthy diet’ consists of sub-behaviors like
‘buying healthy ingredients’, ‘cooking a healthy meal’, and ‘declining offered snacks’. It
is important to gain insight into these various sub-behaviors because they often have
different causes. For example, the psychological constructs that determine whether
one ultimately engages in a behavior (the behavioral determinants) can differ from
behavior to behavior (Peters, 2014). Acknowledging that healthy eating is important
(which is part of attitude) might be relevant to buying healthy ingredients, while
feeling capable of cooking a healthy meal (which is part of self-efficacy) might be
important for cooking a healthy meal, and the expectation that declining a snack is
met with approval (which is part of perceived norms) might be important for indeed
declining that snack.

Determinants and sub-determinants

Changing the relevant behavioral determinants is what lies at the heart of behavior
change (Crutzen et al., 2017). Here, determinants are defined as psychological con-
structs that are assumed to causally contribute to behavior performance. In the brief
example above about having a healthy diet, relevant determinants that need to be
changed would be attitude, self-efficacy, and perceived norms. Behaviors can also be
mostly habitual, or determined by self-monitoring, or by risk perception, or any com-
bination of these and dozens of other potential determinants. Moreover, determinants
can differ in the degree to which they are cognitive or affective or to which they are
explicit or implicit.

Determinants are generic psychological constructs and changing them requires
changing the constituent sub-determinants. Sub-determinants are more specific con-
structs that have a structural or causal relationship with the overarching determinant,
and by virtue of their higher specificity are sufficiently concrete to be targeted in an
intervention (e.g. by means of text, speech, images or video). In other words, theories
that do not provide clear links from their more generic, abstract constructs (i.e. deter-
minants), through lower-level variables (i.e. sub-determinants), to a level of sufficient
psychological specificity to enable interfacing with tangible aspects of reality, cannot
be utilized in behavior change interventions. Therefore, it is necessary to be specific
about sub-determinants when applying a theory – or more broadly when developing
an intervention – to target a specific behavior. In the healthy diet example, an interven-
tion does not target attitude or self-efficacy directly, but those sub-determinants that
cover specific aspects of human psychology captured by these determinants instead.
For example: behavioral beliefs regarding the consequences of buying healthy ingredi-
ents (which are part of attitude), and control beliefs regarding specific capabilities to
cook a healthy meal (which are part of self-efficacy). Like determinants, which sub-
determinants are relevant differs from behavior to behavior and from population to
population. For example, beliefs regarding the price of healthy ingredients may be
more relevant in lower-income populations than in higher-income populations, even
if attitude in general is a relevant determinant in both populations. In that case, it is
the relevance of the sub-determinants underlying attitude that differs between
populations.
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Behavior change principles, practical applications, and conditions for
effectiveness

Changes in sub-determinants and determinants involve learning. Crutzen and Peters
(2018) explain which learning principles humans acquired throughout their evolution
and how these evolutionary learning processes are used to establish behavior change.
These learning processes are very rudimentary, and behavior change research often
instead concerns higher level behavior change principles (BCPs), termed ‘manipulations’
in experimental psychology, and ‘behavior change methods’ (Bartholomew et al., 1998;
Kok et al., 2016) or ‘behavior change techniques’ (Abraham & Michie, 2008; Michie
et al., 2013) in health psychology.

BCPs are general descriptions of procedures that are able to change (sub)determinants
by engaging evolutionary learning processes (Crutzen & Peters, 2018; Kok et al., 2016).
The choice which BCP to use is guided by which determinants need to be changed as
BCPs differ in the extent to which they are suitable to change specific determinants.
Being theoretical principles, how BCPs manifest in real-life interventions can vary con-
siderably: the same BCP can be used in flyers, movies, counseling protocols, or website
modules. For example, the BCP ‘modeling’ may be used to show step by step demon-
strations on how to easily cook a healthy meal (and thereby targeting self-efficacy).
Nevertheless, it can also be used to demonstrate declining an offered snack, or how to
ask for consent in a romantic situation (which thereby also targets self-efficacy). BCPs
are, however, only effective in engaging evolutionary learning processes when the con-
ditions for effectiveness (also known as parameters for use) are taken into account.
For ‘modeling’, one of the conditions is that the receiver of the intervention identifies
with the model and a coping model is used instead of a mastery model (Kok et al.,
2016). To conclude, regardless of an intervention’s form, it is important to design
these practical applications according to the definitions and parameters of the
implemented BCPs to secure successful engagement of the underlying learning processes.

The ABCD and ABCD matrix

By describing the seven aspects of behavior change (target behavior, sub-behaviors,
determinants, sub-determinants, applications, conditions for effectiveness and behavior
change principles) we have defined the causal-structural chain underlying behavior
change interventions (Crutzen & Peters, 2019). Such chains show what an intervention
entails and how it is hypothesized to lead to behavior change in terms of both causal
(what influences what) and structural (what consists of what) terms. Every chain is
self-sustaining: it always contains exactly seven links from behavior change principle
through sub-determinants to target behavior. This means that if any of the seven links
is broken, the intervention developer’s assumptions no longer provide a reason to
assume that that specific chain will contribute to behavior change. A typical intervention
often contains a multitude of such chains. On the one hand, this complexity or ‘high
cumulative dose’ is advantageous; the more causal-structural chains an intervention con-
sists of, the lower the impact of one or two faulty links. However, at the same time, the
plethora of assumptions and information to document and keep track of can cause inter-
vention developers and stakeholders to be overwhelmed when developing and reporting
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interventions. Therefore, in this article, we propose and show the potential of the use of
Acyclic Behavior Change Diagrams (ABCDs). They are a visual representation of all
causal-structural chains that express a set of important assumptions as to why and
how an intervention would achieve behavior change. ABCDs are produced from
ABCD matrices, which are machine-readable representations of those assumptions in
a spreadsheet format. ABCDs show at a glance which causal-structural relationships
underlie an intervention. Therefore, we expect ABCDs to contribute to the development
and reporting of interventions in a transparent manner.

Example

Van Stralen et al. (2008) report how they developed, implemented and evaluated a
program to motivate older adults to initiate and maintain physical activity with the Inter-
vention Mapping protocol. (Active plus; recognized as a theoretically sound intervention
in the Dutch recognition system for health promotion interventions; Brug et al., 2010).
Based on this description, we created an ABCD matrix and ABCD, thereby illustrating
how ABCDs can be of use to report interventions in a clear, concise, and consistent
manner. To ensure rightful representation, the corresponding author of Van Stralen
et al. (2008) was contacted to examine whether our ABCD reflected the part of the inter-
vention that they described. This part, and therefore the focus of the ABCD matrix and
ABCD, is the target behavior of initiating physical activity. Note that the same logic
applies to other possible target behaviors of the at-risk group (e.g. maintaining physical
activity) as well as other environmental agents that might be targeted in an intervention
(e.g. health professionals, policy makers). The target behavior of initiating physical
behavior has been divided into three sub-behaviors: ‘older adults monitor their rec-
reational physical activity level’, ‘older adults indicate reasons to be physically active as
recreation’, and ‘older adults identify solutions to take away the barriers to being phys-
ically active for recreation’ (note that these sub-behaviors are known as ‘performance
objectives’ in the Intervention Mapping literature and the Active plus protocol; Bartho-
lomew et al., 1998; Van Stralen et al., 2008). For the second sub-behavior, two sub-deter-
minants were selected: ‘older adults list the personally relevant benefits of being
sufficiently active’, and ‘older adults express a positive attitude about being sufficiently
active’, falling under the determinants of awareness and attitude, respectively. Then,
the behavior change principle ‘self-monitoring’ was used to create a practical application
for the first sub-determinant in the form of ‘self-complete logbooks to monitor own
physical activity behavior in last week’ based on which rewarding feedback was given,
taking into account the conditions for effectiveness that ‘the monitoring must be of
the specific behavior (i.e. not of the physiological state or health outcome). The data
must be interpreted and used. The reward must be reinforcing to the individual’. The
second sub-determinant, ‘tailored feedback and argumentation’ has been used to
create the practical application of ‘computer tailored feedback in text on perceived posi-
tive and negative consequences of physical activity. New arguments to change opinions
are provided in text’, taking into account the conditions for effectiveness ‘Feedback needs
to be individual, follow the behavior in time, and be specific’.

We only described two causal-structural pathways in the previous paragraphs, but it
might have become clear already that such an intervention description is not ideal in
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terms of clarity and readability. ABCD matrices offer a standardized and machine-read-
able way to include this information. While we recommend publishing such matrices in
machine-readable format (comma separated files,.csv, OpenDocument files,.ods, or
Office Open XML,.xlsx; the benefit of this is explained in the next section), as an illus-
tration we include an excerpt in Table 1.

While the ABCD matrix is optimized to be read by machines, the ABCD that can be
produced from it is however human-readable. It clearly visualizes the seven columns of
the ABCD matrix, thereby providing a clear overview of all relations and underlying
assumptions of the intervention (Figure 1). All cells with the same content are merged
to be represented by the same element, with the only exception being the determinants.
They are only merged within the corresponding sub-behaviors since determinants that
determine different sub-behaviors may be labeled as the same psychological construct
(e.g. attitude) but represent different aspects of human psychology in reality (Crutzen
& Peters, 2019).

Figure 1. ABCD for (parts of) the intervention Active plus (Van Stralen et al., 2008). The dashed boxes
and red lines represent the pathways that were discussed in the text. Note. Each box represents one of
the seven columns in the ABCD matrix. The lines with the fork-shaped ends in between behavior
change principles and application stand for ‘implemented in’. Applications are manifest constructs
and have, in the tradition of drawing pathways in structural equation modeling (SEM; Stein et al.,
2012), been placed in rectangles. In turn, the determinants have been placed in ovals as they are
latent constructs (again in the tradition of SEM). The lines with three types of arrowheads represent
three relationship types: regular arrowheads represent causal relationships, points represent structural
relationships, and forks represent that applications implement a BCP. The shape of the boxes for sub-
determinants has been chosen to distinguish them from the rest, as they are less likely to be concep-
tualized as a latent construct on their own, instead being closer to what in SEM is called an indicator.
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Table 1. ABCD matrix of two of the causal-structural chains comprising Active plus.

Behavior change
principles Conditions for effectiveness Applications

Sub-determinants
(change objectives) Determinants

Sub-behaviors
(performance
objectives) Target behavior

Self-monitoring The monitoring must be of the specific
behavior (i.e. not of the physiological
state or health outcome). The data
must be interpreted and used. The
reward must be reinforcing to the
individual.

Self-complete logbooks to monitor
own physical activity behavior in
last week.

Older adults list the
personally relevant
benefits of being
sufficiently active

Awareness Older adults indicate
reasons to be
physically active as
recreation

Initiate
recreational
physical
activity

Tailored feedback
and
argumentation

Feedback needs to be individual, follow
the behavior in time, and be specific.

Computer-tailored feedback in text on
perceived positive and negative
consequences of physical activity.
New arguments to change opinions
are provided in text.

Older adults express a
positive attitude
about being
sufficiently active

Attitude Older adults indicate
reasons to be
physically active as
recreation

Initiate
recreational
physical
activity

Note. The entire ABCD matrix can be found in the Open Science Framework repository at https://osf.io/epbm4/
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Why?

As previously mentioned, we believe that ABCDs are helpful in creating a clear and
concise visualization of interventions. Besides that, there are several other, related advan-
tages, that we would like to address here. First, as ABCDs offer an overview of all
elements and underlying assumptions of an intervention, they are helpful in making
implicit assumptions explicit, and in checking whether all relevant (sub)determinants
of behavior are targeted or whether there are missing links. In this way, they help keep
track of and manage the intricacies underlying complex interventions. Second, ABCDs
facilitate reflecting on, discussing, and communicating the assumptions underlying an
intervention. A clear visualization enables team members and other stakeholders, such
as the executive intervention producers or target population members, to get a better
grasp of the intervention and makes it possible to discuss those assumptions during
the development stage and improve the intervention.

Third, ABCDs support thorough intervention evaluation. Because ABCDs explicitly
list all psychological constructs that each intervention targets, they function as a blueprint
outlining exactly what to measure in evaluations to identify which parts of the interven-
tion worked well and which would benefit from an update. Ideally, an evaluation is
designed to measure change in all sub-determinants, determinants, and sub-behaviors,
so that it is clear which links may be responsible for broken chains. However, many situ-
ations are not ideal, and in such cases ABCDs can help justify and document decisions as
to which elements are included and omitted in an evaluation.

Applying these advantages to the example of Van Stralen et al. (2008), using ABCDs
might have helped in specifying intervention contents. For example, creating the ABCD
revealed that the description of Active plus was not entirely complete in how the par-
ameters for the BCP ‘self-monitoring’ were applied in the intervention. This BCP
requires that the ‘data must be interpreted and used’ but in our view, the description
of the intervention did not elaborate on how this was done. Using ABCDs might also
have been helpful in specifying sub-determinants into more concrete ones that allow
for more targeted (and potentially more effective) intervention elements. For example,
when discussing this ABCD with team members and stakeholders, the question could
have arisen as to what exactly were the personally relevant benefits referred to in the
sub-determinant ‘older adults list the personally relevant benefits of being sufficiently
active’. After all, developing an application communicating those benefits inevitably
requires a concrete list. Based on this discussion, that sub-determinant could have
been specified as: ‘older adults state that physical activity reduces the chance of cardio-
vascular disease’.

The fourth benefit, briefly described in the introduction section, concerns the
machine-readability of the ABCD matrices underlying ABCDs. Human coding of the
assumptions underlying an intervention based on publications, intervention manuals,
and intervention content is error-prone, costly, and often yields incomplete descriptions
(Albrecht et al., 2013; De Bruin et al., 2021; Kok &Mesters, 2011; Schaalma & Kok, 2009).
Although ABCD matrices do not cover all aspects of an intervention, they do cover a set
of important basic assumptions (what does an intervention target and with what?), and
the benefit of this simplicity is that they are simple to use and do not require specific soft-
ware. Since using ABCDs during the intervention design and development stages is
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beneficial on its own, the underlying ABCD matrix could be seen as an effort-free advan-
tageous by-product by the time the intervention is completed. Namely, there are no
additional costs to transparently publishing the causal-structural chains that are
assumed to underlie an intervention. In systematic reviews, the ABCD matrices can
then be imported directly into databases with negligible costs, whilst disclosing complete
and accurate data.

As a fifth benefit, we believe the ABCD approach fits well with other initiatives to gain
a deeper understanding and synthesis of the literature on active intervention elements.
For example, over the past years, Michie et al. (2020) have been working on the behavior
change intervention ontology; a database using artificial intelligence that will contain
detailed information on active ingredients of behavior change interventions, being able
to provide intervention developers with insights on which elements have been proven
to be most effective in the past. So, when an intervention developer has collected elements
based on their search in the ontology database, they will have to plan the intervention,
either with the Intervention Mapping framework, the Behavior Change Wheel or any
other framework. Whichever framework is used, the ABCD will help the developer in
visualizing the intervention and to get a clear understanding of the (sometimes implicit)
assumptions and causal-structural relations underlying the intervention. The interven-
tion developer can then put the ABCD into their report, enabling others to get a clear
picture of that specific intervention. Of course, the findings from this report can also
be integrated in the ontology, contributing to the insights on active intervention ingre-
dients on an aggregate level. At the level of a specific intervention, we believe that the
use of ABCDs leads to more transparent reporting of the active ingredients of
interventions.

How?

Creating an ABCD can be achieved in three ways, all using Free/Libre Open Source Soft-
ware. First, the behaviorchange::abcd() function in the behaviorchange package can be
used in R (i.e. using script). Second, Jamovi offers the behaviorchange module, which
offers the possibility of simultaneously making an ABCD matrix and an ABCD (i.e.
using a point-and-click interface). For an extensive explanation on how to create an
ABCD with either R or Jamovi, please see chapter 9 in the Book of Behavior Change
(Crutzen & Peters, 2019). For now, we will focus exclusively on the third, and in our
eyes, easiest way of creating an ABCD: a web application that can be found on https://
a-bc.eu/apps/abcd, and does not require any software installation.

The first step in creating an ABCDwith the app is to specify an ABCDmatrix. This can
be done in the app itself, but we recommendusing your preferred spreadsheet editor (e.g. if
working in a team, Google Sheets can be a convenient way to collaborate). In the app’s
‘data’ tab, the link to a Google Sheet can be pasted (if its sharing settings make it viewable
with the link), and the information can be directly imported. Alternatively, a spreadsheet
can be uploaded in.xlsx or.csv format, or one canmanually specify theABCDmatrix in the
app. ABCDmatrices that are imported fromGoogle Sheets or from an uploaded file will be
transformed to a standardized ABCD matrix. At this point, it is still possible to edit the
ABCD matrix in the app. After the ABCD matrix has been created, the second step is to
click on the button labeled ‘generate plot’, which will turn the ABCD matrix into an
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ABCD. The generated ABCD can be downloaded and saved in different formats. The SVG
format, for example, can be useful when onewants tomake changes to theABCD’s appear-
ance (e.g. adding color with Inkscape, like was done in Figure 1 for the paths that are
described in more detail in the main text).

Regarding the specific contents of the ABCD matrix, this article does not prescribe
methods to identify (sub-)behaviors and (sub-)determinants or to select behavior
change principles. Being a generic tool, ABCDs can be used in the context of different
intervention planning frameworks, each with their own ideas on how to engage in
several planning aspects, for example regarding how to select and formulate (sub)deter-
minants. Within the Intervention Mapping framework, behavior change methods are
mapped on determinants, meaning that a suitable method is chosen based on the
decision of which determinants need to be targeted (Kok et al., 2016). BCTs, on the
other hand, have been mapped on mechanisms of action (Carey et al., 2019; Connell
et al., 2019). So, when using ABCDs during development of an intervention using the
Behavior Change Wheel, the names of the columns in the ABCD can be changed
from ‘behavior change method’ to ‘behavior change technique’ and from ‘determinant’
to ‘mechanism of action’ and can then be used to get a clear overview of the intervention.
Another example is the use of Core Processes – a helpful and systematic approach to
answer questions relevant to problem definition and solution using expert knowledge,
empirical evidence and theory, and collecting additional data (Ruiter & Crutzen,
2020). This approach can also be used to answer planning questions such as ‘What are
the determinants of X’ (see, for example, Nalukwago et al., 2018). The identified deter-
minants can then be used to complete the ABCD matrix.

Anecdotal evidence

First experienceswith the use ofABCDs in systematic behavior changewere gained both in
research and in education and have been shown to be promising. Berninger et al. (2020)
used ABCDs in developing a computer-based intervention to reduce sedentary behavior
among office employees (please note that the appearance of the ABCD used in this
paper is somewhat different from the current lay-out, yet the underlying assumptions
and elements are exactly the same). ABCDs have also been used in the context of the evalu-
ation of the Dutch sexual health website Sense.info (Metz et al., 2021). The content of Sen-
se.info’s chlamydia page was put in an ABCD to get a clear overview of all elements and
how they were intended to be used to lead to behavior change. The subsequent evaluation
of the actual use of the intervention benefited from the structure that the ABCDoffered. In
education, ABCDswere used in intervention design courses both in psychology and health
science programs. Students used ABCDs when developing intervention ideas, and this
helped them cover all relevant links of the causal-structural chain.

Conclusion

This paper introduced ABCDs in order to achieve clearer and more transparent develop-
ment, evaluation, and reporting of behavior change interventions. This is highly relevant
given the oftentimes expressed concerns about suboptimal reporting of interventions.
Although our examples were mainly derived from research in health psychology and
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health promotion, we believe ABCDs can be used for behavior change interventions in
general.
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